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All I want ot do is make..you.....bounce! 

Feel the flow everyone came to see my show 
Love ot hear the people say, Rae go 
And I can keep you bouncing up for more 

[BRIGDE] 
Starting my left ot right, everybody lets keep it tight 
I wanna make you scream and shout, I wanna turn this
party out so... 

[CHORUS] 
Bounce 
And if you really wanna bounce, then let me show you
how ta bounce 
Before you step to me, ya better just bounce 
And if you really wanna bounce, then let me show ya
how ta bounce 
Before you step to me, ya btter just bounce 

Feel me now, all I wanna do is get down, down 
Guess who's coming to your town 
I'll be spinning hits to make your head spin around 

[REPEAT BRIGDE] 
[REPEAT CHORUS] 
All I wanna do is make you bounce like this, bounce,
like that, bounce like this, bounce like 
that, bounce like this, bounce like that, all I wanna do is
make you bounce with me 

Now that you know, what I came to do, I came here to
make you bounce, make you grew 
Now that you know what's on my mind we're gonna
have a real good time AHHHH 

[RAP] 
Now I told you in the first verse of this third verse
gonna make you work so now you so-called 
ballas and playas, watch how Rae does check it out
now, make you bounce now, ya'll can't get with 
me, make it hot like make it bounce like CMC or C4 i'm
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gonna make a big detour I ain't no chicken 
whatcha doing before it's spectacular wabanacular
better back it up cause i'll be on the mic 
acting! 

All I wanna do is make you is bounce... 

[ENDING] 
Ooooohhhhhhhhhh 
Ca'nt nobody make you bounce 
Like..you know..I. can make you bounce 
[REPEAT ENDING TILL FADE]
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